Key Points for Decision Makers {#FPar1}
==============================

Total lifetime costs associated with the HMGA2 prognostic test (\$151,908 CAD) were lower than standard of care (\$161,358 CAD). Probabilistic sensitivity analyses revealed that for a willingness-to-pay threshold of \$100,000 CAD, the probability of cost effectiveness was 87.19%.The HMGA2 prognostic test was estimated to improve clinical outcomes in acute myeloid leukemia. The analysis was conducted from a healthcare payer and societal perspective and showed the new test to be a dominant strategy, with a quality-adjusted life-year gain of 0.138 and a cost saving of \$9451 CAD.

Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is the fourth most common blood cancer in Canada \[[@CR1]\]. In 2013, 1315 new cases of AML were diagnosed in Canada, approximately 3.8 cases per 100,000 people \[[@CR1]\]. Furthermore, trends in the incidence of AML indicate an increase with age from 0.3 to 6.5 cases per 100,000 persons in patients younger than 65 years old to 8.6 to 26.1 cases per 100,000 people in patients over 65 years old \[[@CR1]\] and thus, a higher number of cases is expected in the aging Canadian population.

Accurate assessment of prognosis has become a key part of AML management. To ensure a better treatment response or avoid the risks of treatment resistance and treatment-related mortality, physicians are recommended to stratify patients based on genetic risk \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\]. Among clinical factors, age, comorbidities, and performance status are considered important determinants of treatment outcomes and are generally used in guiding therapeutic decisions \[[@CR4]--[@CR6]\].

Although clinical factors have proven extremely useful in informing early decisions, cytogenetics (the study of chromosome abnormalities in leukemic cells) has been shown to be a strong prognostic factor of patient outcomes such as complete remission (CR), leukemia-free survival (LFS), and overall survival (OS) \[[@CR7]--[@CR9]\]. As such, patients with AML can be stratified into favorable (good survival), adverse (poor survival), and intermediate cytogenetic risk groups. Testing for *NPM1*, *FLT3*, and *CEBPA* gene mutations, and more recently screening for specific mutations associated with a poor prognosis (*RUNX1*, *ASXL1*, and *TP53*) are also recommended for genetic risk stratification \[[@CR10]\]. Stratification based on cytogenetics and the presence or absence of these mutations has provided a means of better treatment decision making. The risk category guides the choice of consolidation therapies, which is straightforward for favorable (consolidation chemotherapy) and adverse (allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation \[HSCT\]) risk patients. However, up to 40% of patients with AML are still classified in the intermediate-risk group \[[@CR8], [@CR11], [@CR12]\]. As a result, uncertainty persists concerning whether these patients should be treated with consolidation chemotherapy or assigned to HSCT after induction therapy.

The recent identification of a novel biomarker has led to advancements in the prognostication of a subgroup of patients with AML. The high-mobility group AT-hook 2 (*HMGA2*) marker was found to be expressed at high levels in approximately 22% of patients with AML \[[@CR13]\]. A prognostic test based on an *HMGA2* expression signature that can be used to stratify patients with AML was developed and validated in two independent sample cohorts of patients with AML. Results of this study showed that the HMAG2 test identified patients who have poor clinical outcomes including a lower frequency of CR, worse LFS and OS, and added independent value to existing prognostic factors. This test also reclassified approximately 17% of intermediate-risk patients (\~ 7% of all patients with AML) into the poor-risk category, including patients who were negative for the six mutations detailed above. Moreover, 51.7% of adverse-risk patients (based on cytogenetics and poor-risk mutations) had a positive HMGA2 test (\~ 12.6% of all patients with AML). These patients were unresponsive to standard intensive therapies \[[@CR13]\].

In Canada, most patients with AML currently undergo diagnostic tests to detect cytogenetic abnormalities and *NPM1*, *FLT3*, and *CEBPA* mutations; however, mutational screening for *RUNX1*, *ASXL1*, and *TP53* requires a sequencing platform that is not available in all molecular diagnostic laboratories. It is expected that a good proportion of these adverse-risk patients would be detected by testing for *HMGA2* expression because the HMGA2 test is positive in 27 of 45 (60%) patients with mutations associated with a poor prognosis \[[@CR13]\].

Given the current diagnostic paradigm, we assessed the cost effectiveness of using a HMGA2 prognostic test for patients with AML compared with standard of care, within the context of the Canadian National Health Service. Considering the low cost of this new test compared with the overall cost of the treatment pathway, we deemed it unlikely for the prognostic test to show a major financial burden for Canadian payers. Therefore, rather than conducting a cost analysis or budget impact analysis, we conducted a cost-effectiveness analysis where we have assumed the new test would lead to changes in the treatment pathway as a result of additional information provided about the patients. The aim of the analysis was to provide decision makers with evidence of the impact of introducing a new prognostic test on the whole treatment pathway, rather than focusing solely on the cost of the test. The analysis was performed from a healthcare system perspective, as per Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health guidelines in support of reimbursement, but also included a societal perspective presented as an additional scenario. The societal perspective also included indirect costs (friction costs), which can be an important factor for the active population.

Materials and Methods {#Sec2}
=====================

We developed a partitioned survival model to evaluate the cost effectiveness of a prognostic test used to stratify adult patients with AML to treatment compared with the current standard of care, i.e., standard tests. The HMGA2 test diagnostic results used in this model were based on Marquis et al. \[[@CR13]\]. This analysis excluded patients with acute promyelocytic leukemia because of differences in treatment and survival compared with other subtypes of AML. The model was developed in Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA).

Model Description {#Sec3}
-----------------

With a partitioned survival modeling approach, patients were assumed to be in one of three mutually exclusive health states at any given time: alive with no progression (LFS), alive with disease progression (relapse), or death (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Other modeling techniques, mainly Markov model and discrete-event simulation, were tested, but were deemed less optimal in the Canadian context. Based on the unique strength of the patient-level data provided by the Quebec Leukemia Cell Bank \[[@CR13], [@CR14]\], developing a model directly based on these data and outcomes for Canadian patients was considered stronger than relying on assumptions based on the literature. While a Markov model can also be based on patient-level data, a partition survival approach allows exact replication of the Kaplan--Meier survival curve for the different treatment pathways. The clinical validation confirmed that a model matching as closely as possible the Kaplan--Meier would be superior. The proportion of patients in each health state over time was estimated by fitting the Kaplan--Meier survival functions (partitions) for LFS and OS and calculating the area under the curve. The Kaplan--Meier survival functions were extrapolated after data cut-off to include a lifetime horizon starting at AML diagnosis using the best fitting parametric curve, i.e., using the exponential functional form (see Fig. S1 of the Electronic Supplementary Material \[ESM\]). This stepwise approach ensures the model fully utilizes the patient-level data and can also be extrapolated to a lifetime horizon. This is considered a more robust approach, which limits uncertainty before extrapolation cut-off as it relies on direct patient data. The best fitting extrapolation model was selected using literature-based criteria, such as a visual fitting, a statistical fitting such as an Akaike and Bayesian information criterion, realism of the extrapolation, and log--log plots \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\].Fig. 1Model structure. *GVHD* graft vs. host disease, *HSCT* hematopoietic stem cell transplantation

The primary goal of the cost-effectiveness analysis was to estimate the expected LFS years, OS life-years (LYs), quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs), and lifetime treatments costs associated with adult patients with AML using the test (i.e., remission induction and consolidation rounds of chemotherapy, subsequent relapses, potential HSCT, graft vs. host disease \[GVHD\], and palliative care). The model was based on patient-level data obtained from the Quebec Leukemia Cell Bank database, which included specific baseline characteristics such as age and cytogenetic risk group, a hypothetical treatment pathway resulting from the introduction of the new HMGA2 prognostic test (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and patient outcomes \[[@CR13]\]. Variables used in the model included age (\< 60 and ≥ 60 years old), cytogenetic risk group (favorable, intermediate, and adverse), *HMGA2* expression profile (*HMGA2* positive or negative), early HSCT (in first CR), relapse, and late HSCT (HSCT in second CR or after relapse). As these factors were included as variables in the model, the impact of age, cytogenetic risk group, *HMGA2* expression, and HSCT (early HSCT or late HSCT) on OS and LFS was therefore included in the model in addition to the associated costs. Therefore, the post-relapse state and post-HSCT states are incorporated in the efficacy results.Fig. 2Current treatment pathway with the standard of care and hypothetical new treatment pathway following the introduction of the HMGA2 prognostic test. Patients with acute myeloid leukemia eligible for intensive chemotherapy (blue circle) receive one or two cycles of induction chemotherapy after leukemia diagnosis and two to four cycles of consolidation chemotherapy after achieving complete remission. Patients who are candidates for hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) in first remission (intermediate- and adverse-risk patients) can receive one to two cycles of consolidation chemotherapy before transplantation if a suitable donor is not readily available \[[@CR10]\]. The HMGA2 test used in the new treatment pathway reclassified 17% of intermediate-risk patients (\~ 7% of all patients with acute myeloid leukemia) into the adverse-risk category. Accordingly, 39% of patients are classified in the intermediate-risk category in the standard of care pathway compared with 32% in the new treatment pathway. Moreover, \~ 12.6% of all patients with acute myeloid leukemia in the new treatment pathway (adverse-risk patients with a positive HMGA2 test) are unresponsive to standard intensive therapies and can be referred earlier for investigational therapies

The model was developed for a public healthcare setting in Canada in 2019. A publicly funded healthcare system perspective was employed as per the Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health guidelines for economic evaluations and a societal perspective as an additional scenario. A lifetime horizon was modeled and a 1.5% discount rate was applied to cost and QALYs as per Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health guidelines \[[@CR17]\].

Model Assumptions {#Sec4}
-----------------

The model structure was based on a treatment pathway developed and validated through consultation with five AML clinicians and HSCT experts to ensure an accurate reflection of clinical practice in Canada. This process resulted in the inclusion of potential decision branches not often represented in models, based on the following assumptions:Patients dying before the first month of chemotherapy (first month mortality data used as a proxy).Patients dying after first month of chemotherapy, but before any potential changes can be made to the treatment pathway (second month mortality data used as a proxy).Prognostic-based decision not to treat with standard intensive therapy; supported by the additional information on the patient potential outcomes, i.e., patient-level data on patients with adverse factors such as adverse genetic risk group and high expression of *HMGA2*.The model does not differentiate the transition rate by treatment, but only by health state. Therefore, the difference in efficacy between arms results from the time spent (area under the curve) in different health states resulting from relapse, HSCT, or other event rates. Consequently, the test itself does not directly improve OS or LFS but leads to informed decision making for early HSCT or a change in the treatment pathway that will result in improved efficacy or modified costs.

The probability of having an event, i.e., progression/relapse, OS, and HSCT, was determined only by the risk factor and the age groups of patients (as the use of the HMGA2 test does not influence the efficacy of treatments) and was based on Quebec Leukemia Cell Bank patient-level data \[[@CR13]\], the Leucegene meta-analysis, and literature sources (see Table S1 of the ESM). Under the new hypothetical treatment pathway (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), based on their gene signature (i.e., *HMGA2* expression), a subgroup of patients will be referred to receive investigational therapies. These patients, representing 12.6% of patients with AML in Marquis et al. \[[@CR13]\], were resistant to AML standard intensive therapy and no patients in this subgroup were long-term survivors. These patients could therefore be assigned to investigational therapies in clinical trials early after genetic testing, as the currently available treatments would have no positive clinical outcome, but would still have a number of adverse events. Additionally, a subgroup of patients in the intermediate-risk group will be re-stratified into the adverse-risk group. As a result, the probabilities presented in Table S1 of the ESM are not dependent on the treatment arm and thus, apply to patients treated with the standard approach or with a strategy using the HMGA2 prognostic test.

Outcomes {#Sec5}
--------

The model included expected final and surrogated endpoints over a lifetime horizon such as LFS (in months and years), OS (in months and years), quality-adjusted months, and QALYs. The main clinical endpoints used in the model (LFS and OS) were based on patient-level data and were used to generate additional data on the disease status and health state of patients. While the model was based on three mutually exclusive states, additional events were added to estimate additional resource use and costs. The events were all modeled as one-time events with a duration based on key opinion leader (KOL) assumptions applied to both the cost and utility decrement. For false-negative and false-positive patients revealed through subsequent routine testing, a re-evaluation of the patient status and diagnosis is needed to assign a new treatment pathway. Therefore, the patients must go through testing again and an event disutility was applied. Effectiveness measures were calculated on a discounted and undiscounted basis from a public healthcare system or societal perspective and included cost per QALY and cost per LY.

Costs {#Sec6}
-----

All costs were expressed as 2019 Canadian dollars and adjusted for inflation using the Canadian healthcare consumer price index as necessary \[[@CR18]\]. Any costs expressed in other currencies than Canadian dollars were converted using a purchasing power parity index for the year of the cost and adjusted for inflation as necessary.

### Healthcare Resource Utilization and Costs {#Sec7}

The diagnostic testing costs for the standard of care (presented in Table S8 of the ESM, diagnostic costs category) were obtained from a published study by Uyl-de Groot et al. and adjusted for inflation to 2019 Canadian dollars as described \[[@CR19]\]. The cost of the HMGA2 prognostic test was based on Leucegene internal price sources assumptions for 2019. The HMGA2 laboratory test cost (from KOL opinion) is generated based on the material needed in the laboratory, interpretation, and communication of the results. The HMGA2 test result will be communicated during a visit with the hematologist, which is included in the follow-up and routine care costs.

Chemotherapy drug costs were estimated in CAD per milligram using commercially available vial dosages and prices available from the Ontario Drug Benefit formulary, the Quebec Health Insurance (Régie de l'assurance maladie du Québec) database, and Selleck Chemicals (drug manufacturer; see Table S2 of the ESM). Vial dosages were obtained from Health Canada monographs or Selleck Chemicals. Chemotherapy utilization was based on a physician survey and clinician validation (see Table S3 of the ESM). This was performed using a simple online survey to collect five clinician perspectives on drug treatment currently used in clinical practice. The data captured for healthcare utilization and AML treatments are presented in Tables S4 and S5 of the ESM, respectively.

Healthcare resource utilization costs were calculated per health state to allow the inclusion of routine care for patients with AML based on their health state (see Table S6 of the ESM). The healthcare resource utilization was based on Reed et al. \[[@CR20]\], identifying chronic and accelerated phases, which were respectively used to correspond to the pre-relapse state and the post-relapse state in the model. Costs associated with HSCT were obtained from the Ontario Case Costing Initiative (OCCI) for the year 2016/2017 using the CMG Grouper 610. The costs included in the model were \$59,033 CAD per HSCT after inflation \[[@CR21]\]. Other events costs were also obtained from the OCCI database, such as GVHD, relapse, and infection.

### Indirect Costs {#Sec9}

The indirect costs included in the model were calculated using a friction cost approach and were based on the annual average salary in Canada in 2019 (\$55,889 CAD). In a friction approach, premature deaths cause a "friction" period during which the employer must find and train a replacement for the deceased employee. The duration of friction was 6 months and included a reduction in activity based on baseline participation rates for persons under 59 years of age (0.777) and over 60 years of age (0.357), in addition to a 1.96% reduction in the activity rate per year based on the same data. Therefore, for any premature death, a friction cost equivalent of 6 months' salary was applied for the employed population.

Utilities {#Sec8}
---------

A targeted literature search was performed to identify the utility values available in AML. The search targeted the utility value per health state in AML (pre-progression with 0.66, and post-progression with 0.53) in addition to event disutility, such as GVHD (− 0.26), relapse (− 0.05), infection (− 0.31), early HSCT (0.08), late HSCT (0.08), false negative (− 0.02), false positive (− 0.01), and on treatment (0.09). Health utility values for different events were obtained from published literature sources, and event duration was based on consultation with five AML clinicians and HSCT experts (see Table S7 of the ESM).

Sensitivity Analyses {#Sec10}
--------------------

### One-Way Sensitivity Analyses {#Sec11}

One-way sensitivity analyses were conducted to explore the effect of uncertainty in the model parameters on the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) by changing the values of key parameters. Discount rates, medical and treatment costs, utility values, efficacy parameters, and event rates were varied between the 95% confidence intervals using a range based on the standard error with the base-case values as the center of the distribution. In order of preference, the standard error was based on the reference when available, estimated using the standard deviation, or estimated based on the maximum/minimum range of the value, or assumed to be similar to the distribution in the most related OCCI cost (for costs only). Furthermore, the prognostic test cost was both doubled and reduced by half in an attempt to determine the impact of a range of different test costs.

Several scenarios tested the impact of varying the utility levels on the overall results, and were all evaluated using the 95% confidence intervals (1.96 times the standard error in both directions): all events utility, no 'on treatment' utility, LFS utility, post-relapse utility, and all utility. Similarly, sensitivity analyses were conducted on the disutility values associated with events rate for false negative, false positive, experimental therapy, infections, relapse, early or late HSCT, and GVHD.

### Probabilistic Sensitivity Analyses {#Sec12}

Probabilistic sensitivity analyses (PSA) were conducted to assess the cost effectiveness of the HMGA2 prognostic test where the uncertainty surrounding multiple input variables was examined simultaneously. Therefore, this step allowed the construction of the cost-effectiveness plane and the cost-effectiveness acceptability curve. The value of each input variable examined in the PSA was varied by their standard error, which was determined in the same manner as for the DSA. Variability estimates for costs were estimated based on relevant OCCI cost categories (e.g., unit costs), but available from the original sources for important effectiveness variables (OS, LFS, relapse, HSCT, GVHD, utility). The base-case values and the distributions used to vary each variable are shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Each scenario analysis employed 10,000 iterations.Table 1Input variables assessed in probabilistic sensitivity analysesVariableBase-case valueSEDistributionDistribution source**Costs**HMGA2 prognostic test (CAD)10010%NormalAssumptionAll drug costs (CAD)Induction = 1777Consolidation 1 = 3912Relapse = 1517Consolidation 2 = 16558%GammaSD from OCCI AML treatments: principal procedure 1ZZ35HAM1 for patients with AMLPre-relapse medical costs (CAD)2344%GammaSD from OCCI AML treatments: principal procedure 1ZZ35HAM1 for patients with AMLPost-relapse medical costs (CAD)8534%GammaSD from OCCI AML treatments: principal procedure 1ZZ35HAM1 for patients with AML**Utility**LFS utility0.660.02BetaAssumption: the min and max represent the CIs (±1.96 \* SD), Leunis 2015 \[[@CR22]\]Post-relapse utility0.530.017BetaAssumption: the min and max represent the CIs (±1.96 \* SD), Leunis 2015 \[[@CR22]\]**Standard of care efficacy**OS HR^a^ (months)4.50.25Log-normalSE from Leucegene patient-level dataLFS HR^a^ (months)4.670.23Log-normalSE from Leucegene patient-level data**New prognostic test efficacy**OS HR^a^ (months)4.10.25Log-normalSE from Leucegene patient-level dataLFS HR^a^ (months)4.470.23Log-normalSE from Leucegene patient-level data**Standard of care events rate**Relapse rate55.72%25%Log-normalLeucegene patient-level dataEarly HSCT rate19.54%16%Log-normalLeucegene patient-level dataLate HSCT^b^ rate23.86%18%Log-normalLeucegene patient-level dataGVHD rate57.86%24%Log-normalLeucegene patient-level data**New prognostic test events rate**Relapse rate49.35%25%Log-normalLeucegene patient-level dataEarly HSCT rate12.41%16%Log-normalLeucegene patient-level dataLate HSCT^b^ rate12.98%18%Log-normalLeucegene patient-level dataGVHD rate50.78%24%Log-normalLeucegene patient-level data*AML* acute myeloid leukemia, *CAD* Canadian dollars, *CIs* confidence intervals, *GVHD* graft versus host disease, *HR* hazard ratio, *HSCT* hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, *LFS* leukemia-free survival, *max* maximum, *min* minimum, *OS* overall survival, *SD* standard deviation, *SE* standard error^a^Final HR compares to patients in the most favorable risk, age, HSCT, relapse, and genomic group (all at one time)^b^Defined as HSCT in second complete remission or after relapse

Model Validation {#Sec13}
----------------

The model was validated using KOL interviews and a KOL/clinician survey. The model was reviewed by a quality-control agent for internal validity. In addition, the protocol and the model were reviewed by an advisory committee composed of clinicians and economists. The external validity of the effectiveness estimations was confirmed using a meta-analysis of 50 clinical trials to determine if the real-world evidence generated similar results to the literature (Unpublished Leucegene report) \[[@CR23]\]. The external validity was tested using a targeted literature of diagnostic test economic evaluations, more specifically in AML.

Results {#Sec14}
=======

Study Parameters and Total Costs {#Sec15}
--------------------------------

According to the model results, implementation of the HMGA2 prognostic test was projected to lead to increases in both LFS and OS over the lifetime of a patients with AML (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The expected differences over a lifetime horizon between the standard of care and the HMGA2 prognostic test in LFS and OS were 1.92 and 3.12 months, respectively, in favor of the HMGA2 prognostic test.Table 2Total quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) and life-years (LYs): discountedStandard of careNew prognostic test2 years5 years10 yearsLifetime2 years5 years10 yearsLifetimeLFS (months)16.2326.4632.2435.1716.4827.2533.6137.09LFS (LYs)1.352.202.692.931.372.272.803.09OS (months)18.1032.3742.6150.2018.3433.2544.3953.32OS (LYs)1.512.703.554.181.532.773.704.44QALYs1.031.782.302.661.031.812.372.80*LFS* leukemia-free survival, *LY* life-year, *OS* overall survival, *QALY* quality-adjusted life-year

Table S8 of the ESM presents the estimated healthcare utilization costs associated with the standard of care and the HMGA2 prognostic test at 2, 5, and 10 years and throughout the lifetime of a patient with AML. Expected total lifetime societal costs were \$161,358 CAD with the current standard of care and \$151,908 CAD with the new test. In general, the costs associated with the standard of care were higher than the costs associated with the HMGA2 prognostic test irrespective of the time horizon. The only exceptions included diagnostic costs, routine medical costs, and costs as a result of infections and false positives (see Table S8 of the ESM).

Base-Case Results {#Sec16}
-----------------

Under the base-case assumptions (see Table S9 of the ESM), the HMGA2 prognostic test was estimated to lead to increases in QALYs (discounted) of 0.138 over a lifetime for a patient with AML. The incremental lifetime cost difference per patient between the HMGA2 prognostic test and the standard of care was \$9270 CAD from the public healthcare perspective, and \$9451 CAD when including a societal perspective (see Table S10 of the ESM). The incremental LYs and QALYs with the HMGA2 prognostic test from public healthcare and societal perspectives were 0.260 and 0.138, respectively, which led to dominance over the standard of care. This dominance resulted in negative ICERs, which were estimated respectively for the payer and societal perspectives at − \$35,689 CAD and − \$36,384 CAD for the cost per LY and at − \$67,138 CAD and − \$68,445 CAD for the cost per QALY (Table S10 of the ESM). The ICERs presented above indicate dominance, but must be interpreted with caution.

Sensitivity Analyses {#Sec17}
--------------------

The deterministic sensitivity analyses conducted show the new treatment strategy to be dominant and demonstrate the robustness of the base-case results (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). The most influential scenarios included the addition of hazard ratios (HRs), in particular for OS, which affected the partition data by changing the effect modifiers (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Table 3Deterministic sensitivity analyses scenarios and incremental cost-effectiveness ratios \[ICERs, (Canadian dollars, CAD)\] generated from conservative and optimistic parameter rangingScenariosConservative ICERBase-case ICEROptimistic ICERDifferenceOS HR− 27,409− 67,138− 157,386129,976Risk group HR− 47,348− 67,138− 89,75142,403HMGA2 prognostic test cost− 41,098− 67,138− 69,74228,644All discounting rates− 53,874− 67,138− 81,17327,299Benefits discounting rate− 55,554− 67,138− 79,80624,252PFS HR− 72,207− 67,138− 56,25215,955All drug costs− 59,986− 67,138− 74,28914,303Genomic group HR− 60,858− 67,138− 74,23813,380No "on treatment" utility− 58,507− 67,138− 67,7499242All utility− 71,527− 67,138− 63,2568272Late HSCT rate− 63,400− 67,138− 70,8757475Age group HR− 63,606− 67,138− 70,7447138Relapse HR− 64,016− 67,138− 70,3926376LFS utility− 70,357− 67,138− 64,2006157HSCT costs− 64,306− 67,138− 69,9695663Early HSCT rate− 64,516− 67,138− 69,7605244Relapse rate− 64,862− 67,138− 69,4774614Progressive utility− 68,789− 67,138− 65,5643225Cost discounting rate− 65,108− 67,138− 68,2883180Relapse + drug costs− 65,827− 67,138− 68,4492622Induction drug costs− 65,993− 67,138− 68,2832290Post-progression medical costs− 67,740− 67,138− 66,5361204False positive rate− 67,674− 67,138− 66,6021072Pre-progression medical costs− 67,401− 67,138− 66,875526Palliative care costs− 66,890− 67,138− 67,385495GVHD costs− 67,144− 67,138− 67,13211GVHD rate− 67,143− 67,138− 67,13211Relapse costs− 67,137− 67,138− 67,1392False negative rate− 67,138− 67,138− 67,1371Infections rate− 67,138− 67,138− 67,1380All events disutility− 67,138− 67,138− 67,1380Infection costs− 67,138− 67,138− 67,1380Experimental therapy rate− 67,138− 67,138− 67,1380*CAD* Canadian dollars, *GVHD* graft versus host disease, *HR* hazard ratio, *HSCT* hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, *ICER* incremental cost-effectiveness ratio, *LFS* leukemia-free survival, *NPT* new prognostic test, *OS* overall survival, *PFS* progression-free survivalFig. 3Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio tornado diagram for multiple deterministic sensitivity analyses (Canadian dollars \[CAD\]). *GVHD* graft vs. host disease, *HR* hazard ratio, *HSCT* hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, *ICER* incremental cost-effectiveness ratio, *LFS* leukemia-free survival, *OS* overall survival, *PFS* progression-free survival, *QALYs* quality-adjusted life-years. Late HSCT was defined as HSCT in second complete remission or after relapse

The cost-effectiveness plane and cost-effectiveness acceptability curve of the PSA are presented in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. S2 of the ESM, respectively. The majority of simulations are clustered on the southern quadrants of the cost-effectiveness plane, predominantly on the eastern side (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The cost-effectiveness acceptability curve shows that for willingness-to-pay thresholds of \$50,000 CAD and \$100,000 CAD, the probability of the HMGA2 prognostic test being cost effective is 79.18% and 87.19%, respectively (see Fig. S2 of the ESM).Fig. 4Cost-effectiveness plane of the probabilistic sensitivity analysis for comparison between the HMGA2 prognostic test and the standard of care. *CAD* Canadian dollars, *QALYs* quality-adjusted life-years

Discussion {#Sec18}
==========

In this analysis, we have demonstrated the cost effectiveness of a new AML prognostic test compared with the current standard of care in Canada. This validated HMGA2 test is performed using a technology already available in most molecular diagnostic laboratories and is rapid and inexpensive.

This test will allow AML physicians to re-stratify a subgroup of intermediate-risk patients into the adverse-risk group and to refer another group of patients to receive investigational therapies as a result of its ability to predict resistance to standard intensive therapies. The analysis was conducted from a healthcare payer and societal perspective, and shows the new test to be a dominant strategy, with a cost per QALY of − \$67,138 CAD and − \$68,445 CAD, respectively.

The HMGA2 prognostic test allows for re-stratification of approximately 17% of intermediate-risk patients. These patients are reclassified into the adverse-risk group, which leads to a decrease in unnecessary treatments and possibly, to earlier referral of patients for allogeneic HSCT in first remission. The reduction in administered treatments not only results in important costs savings and thus, influences the cost per QALY, but also reduces the disutility associated with re-induction chemotherapy if the patient relapses, and optimizes the sequence of effective treatments. Additionally, re-stratification of patients has a positive influence on the ICERs by reducing the costs associated with treatments such as HSCT (including early HSCT) and improving quality of life through better HSCT response and success as well as avoidance of infections and other adverse events.

As with any health economic model, our analysis has several limitations that need to be addressed. First, our study did not include clinical trial data, but rather it was based on patient-level data from the Quebec Leukemia Cell Bank, a biobank certified by the Canadian Tissue Repository Network. While the absence of a clinical trial can be considered a major limitation, the patient-level data from the Quebec Leukemia Cell Bank database have been compiled using adult patient medical records from nine university and regional hospitals. The absence of clinical trials also increases the uncertainty in the PSA results. Furthermore, as these data were collected from real-world settings, we believe our analysis and its outputs reflect real-world clinical practice and outcomes. A patient-level model can capture the history of individual patients, which is very important in personalized medicine. The retrieval of real evidence allows for data capture regarding effectiveness rather than efficacy. This is of high importance as it is often only possible to obtain efficacy data from randomized clinical trials. In these cases, the efficacy data are collected from "ideal settings" with highly compliant patients and does not reflect the real-world settings under normal clinical conditions.

Another limitation of our analysis was the lack of quality-of-life data collection and our reliance on obtaining this type of data from various literature sources. The available utility values were compared and selected based on the quality of the data and time since publication to reflect the most up-to-date health states. Furthermore, utility values based on assumptions were avoided as much as possible to prevent creating any biases. Our analysis included the modeling of the complete treatment pathway, rather than just a subset or branch as is the case with most economic analyses. This is likely to have introduced further uncertainty as patients were modeled through a lifetime horizon and multiple stages of the treatment pathway.

However, we have tried to minimize uncertainty as much as possible by ensuring that the treatment pathway modeled in our analysis and the resource use data inputted were based on clinician validation. Similarly, the clinical data inputted in the model were externally validated through comparisons with a meta-analysis of more than 50 studies (unpublished Leucegene report) \[[@CR23]\]. Furthermore, both deterministic sensitivity analyses and PSAs were conducted to test the stability of the base-case results and check for potential variables that might influence the base-case scenario. By modeling patients through the complete treatment pathway from diagnosis to end-of-life care and including all phases of chemotherapy and leukemia-related events, our study presents the potential impact of the HMGA2 prognostic test on physician choice and lifetime outcomes on patients with AML and healthcare systems. Last, in the absence of long-term data, the patient-level data relating to OS and LFS were extrapolated to cover the lifetime horizon of a patient with AML and as a result, the effects of the HMGA2 prognostic test were based on assumptions.

Our cost-effectiveness analysis may also have a number of limitations related to the generalizability of the results. First, while we included indirect costs in our analysis, they are mainly related to productivity costs and do not include caregiver costs, travel costs, or other out-of-pocket costs incurred by the patient. It is unlikely that the inclusion of such costs would dramatically affect the overall results of the analysis; however, given the improvements in LFS and OS estimated for the HMGA2 prognostic test they would likely be incurred at a similar rate while patients are alive and thus, result in a decrease in dominance. Second, our use of patient-level data from the Quebec Leukemia Cell Bank greatly limits the generalizability of the results to other patient populations than Canadian or North American patients. Third, some of the unit costs were only available for the Quebec province while others were only available for Ontario, which could have slightly different local unit costs. Finally, the comparator used in the study was the standard of care, and the currently available data in the literature are not sufficient to compare to other potential tests separately from the standard of care where some tests are currently used.

To our knowledge, the only previous analysis describing the impact of genomic diagnostics in a Canadian setting is a cost-effectiveness decision analytic model developed by Cressman et al. \[[@CR24]\]. The results of their analysis are somewhat comparable to ours as they also assessed the cost effectiveness of stratifying patients with intermediate-risk AML over a 10-year time horizon. They estimated that genomic analysis would result in increased use of first-remission allogeneic stem cell transplantation leading to an additional cost of \$12,556 (2013 CAD) and 0.26 QALYs over the standard of care, while our analysis estimated an incremental cost of − \$10,687 (2019 CAD) and 0.073 QALYs (discounted) during a 10-year time horizon (owing to re-stratification of patients to investigational therapies and earlier HSCT in first remission) \[[@CR24]\]. However, the difference may be attributed to the use of a multigene stratification system of ten selected prognostic genes, which may be more accurate in reclassifying intermediate-risk group patients than the single-gene system (*HMGA2*^−^/*HMGA2*^+^) assessed in our model. Despite the potential accuracy difference, PSAs showed the HMGA2 prognostic test described in our analysis had a higher probability of being cost effective (87.19%) at a willingness-to-pay threshold of \$100,000 CAD compared with the multigene system (58%) \[[@CR24]\].

It is important to note that the uncertainty in the PSA results is relatively high, which can be attributed to uncertainty in the effectiveness of the treatment pathway. The effectiveness uncertainty also resulted in the spreading of the simulation across the four quadrants (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), with around 8.17% of the simulations in quadrant I (incremental cost effectiveness), 0.8% of the simulations in quadrant II (dominated), 27.39% of the simulations in quadrant III (decremental cost effectiveness), and 63.64% of the simulations in quadrant IV (dominant).

Conclusions {#Sec19}
===========

It is important that healthcare providers offer the most suitable therapies for AML that can treat the disease effectively and minimize the risk of relapse. Appropriate stratification of patients to treatments can not only result in improved outcomes, but may also be a cost-effective means of healthcare resource utilization. Our analysis has demonstrated the cost effectiveness of a HMGA2 prognostic test used to stratify patients with AML to treatment by genetic risk group in Canada, but show some uncertainty when analyzed in the PSA. When compared to the standard of care, the new test was estimated to improve both LFS and OS, and result in lower overall costs, from a healthcare system and societal perspective. These findings provide important information for decision makers when allocating funding for the HMGA2 prognostic test for patients with AML.
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